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**SOMMARIO**

Gli Okiek (Nilotico meridionale - Kalenjin) sono un gruppo di cacciatori-raccoglitori stanziati negli altipiani del Mau Forest Escarpment in Kenya. Fin dall’antichità le loro attività principali sono state la caccia e la raccolta, in special modo quella del miele. Dopo aver rappresentato per secoli il bene di scambio più prezioso con le vicine popolazioni di agricoltori e pastori Nandi e Maasai di cui gli Okiek erano definiti *Dorobo*, ovvero *servitori*, il miele rimane a tutt’oggi l’elemento nutrizionale più ricco della loro dieta. Nel lontano 1955 Huntingford scriveva che il miele per gli Okiek rappresentava qualcosa di sacro, esattamente come il latte di vacca per i Nandi ed altri gruppi pastorali nilotici. Tracce di questo valore sacro si ritrovano ancora oggi nella cultura materiale degli Okiek legata alla raccolta e al consumo (domestico e rituale) del miele. In questo articolo, basato su dati raccolti durante una ricerca sul campo nella regione di Mariashoni tra gennaio e febbraio 2013, cercherò di dare conto dei saperi tecnici, linguistici e culturali legati alle attività dell’apicoltura tra gli Okiek. In breve tratterò della conoscenza delle api e dei loro cicli vitali, del valore del miele nelle attività quotidiane, delle tecniche di costruzione delle arnie tradizionali e delle tecniche di raccolta e conservazione del miele. L’articolo è accompagnato da un lessico culturale e da una serie di tavole illustrative.
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1. **Introduction**

The region of Mariashoni\textsuperscript{4} in the Mau Forest Escarpment, North-West to the famous Nakuru Lake in Western Kenya, and part of the impressive Mau Forests Complex, is a green hilly highland, laying 1800-3000 m above the sea level. As it is stated in an official document by the Interim Coordinating Secretariat of the Office of the Prime Minister of Kenya dated at November, 2nd, 2009, “the Mau Forests Complex is the largest of the five “Water towers” of Kenya” and “it forms

\textsuperscript{1} I use here the more correct form, according to the phonological rules of the language (at least in the dialect of Mariashoni). Alternate names, according to Ethnologue, are Ogiek, Akiek, Akie, Kinare, “Ndorobo” (pej.). Ref. www.ethnologue.com/language/oki

\textsuperscript{2} The fieldwork for this paper has been funded by Manitese and the Province of Bolzano (Italy) in collaboration with Ethnorêma. It has been done in the months of January-February 2013 in the region of Mariashoni. The collection of lexical and cultural data proceeded through interviews with single specialists or with selected groups of old practitioners of the region. The location visited were Mariashoni, Molem, Kaprop, Kiptungo and Ndoswa.

\textsuperscript{3} The researches for this paper constitute the basis for following missions on the field which will be taken in charge by the program “ATRA - Linguistic and Cultural zones of Transition in Africa” funded by the EU through the Italian Ministry of Universities and Research in the framework of FIRB 2012.

\textsuperscript{4} Table 1, picture 1.
part of the upper catchments of all (but one) main rivers on the west side of the Rift Valley”, providing “water to six major lakes, i.e. Victoria, Turkana, Baringo, Naivasha, Nakuru and Natron”.

Today the forest has an extension of 273,300 ha. There are no sure data about the rhythm of degradation of the Mau original habitat, but it is estimated that 1/3 of it, i.e. 110,000 to 120,000 hectares, has been lost in the last two centuries due to savage (also illegal) deforestation, climate change, drought and conversion of forestland into settlements. The latter seems to be the most dangerous factor for the forest survival, if it is true that only in 2001 there have been excisions of forest reserves for new settlements for a total of 61,587 ha, what allowed for the realization of an estimated number of 27,523 new households.

Once inhabited only by Okiek semi-nomad hunters and gatherers tribes who lived in the forest and on the forest, in an obviously eco-compatible manner, the nowadays deforested areas host a number of communities of Kikuyu farmers and Kipsigis or Nandi herders, who contribute to the acceleration of the disruption of the original forest cover and, inevitably, of the Okiek natural setting. Due to this unfavorable situation, since the beginning of 1900, the Okiek have started to modify their traditional way of life, opening themselves to the introduction of sheep farming and other agricultural economic activities for food production.

In his article of 1908, Dundas already identified the process of forest destruction with the Kikuyu struggle for new lands for their crops, and at the same time he imputed to it the death of the original inhabitants of the region, what fortunately we now know did not actually happen.

Dundas wrote: “If the Kikuyu had to live and increase they had to cultivate the ground, and to do so they were obliged to destroy the forests. The very existence, however, of the Dorobo depended on the preservation of the forests, and hence arose a struggle for survival, which allowed of no compromise and could have but one end. In an incredibly short time the great primeval forest, the home of the Dorobo, were destroyed, and with them this interesting people ceased to exist as a tribe”.

It must be noticed that the word Dorobo could be quite confusing. It has its origins in the Maasai noun Il-Torobo, which derives in its turn from the adjective dorop, which literally means “short”, and probably was used referring to the commonest physical appearance of the forest people.

In East Africa, the term dorobo was (and still it continues to be) used as a pejorative “for several hunter or forest groups that are not linguistically related (El Molo, Yaaku, Okiek, Omotik, Aasáx)”.

As Kenny (1981: 477) puts it “the essence of the Dorobo’s position is that they engage in economically symbiotic activities with regard to local farmers and herders, while retaining their social marginality as people of the bush”, and therefore it is obvious that we cannot think at the word Dorobo as an ethnic name. No one of the H/G groups

---

5 INTERIM COORDINATING SECRETARIAT (2009), FAQ - importance p. 1.
6 Table 1, picture 2.
7 INTERIM COORDINATING SECRETARIAT (2009), FAQ - threats & impacts, p. 2.
8 INTERIM COORDINATING SECRETARIAT (2009), FAQ - settlements, p. 4.
9 Table 2, picture 1. From the next occurrence, the expression “hunters and gatherers” will be abbreviated in H/G.
10 On this point, see above all HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1955).
11 www.ethnologue.com/language/oki
of Kenya in fact define itself *dorobo*, which is an appellative used by their pastoralist and agriculturalist neighbors.

Be it as it may, concerning the region of the Mau forests, Huntingford (1929: 335) wrote: “*The Dorōbo call themselves Okiot, pl. Okiek (...) by which name they are known to the Nandi (...) People calling themselves Okiek are found in various part of Kenya Colony, in forest regions (...)*”.

We can thus be sure that with the word *dorobo* Dundas referred without any doubt to the Okiek, who were actually the only H/G group living in the Mau forests at his times.

To be honest, it must be added that some Kikuyu traditions refer also to another H/G tribe which was said to share the territory with the Okiek. These people were called the Agumba. What is pivotal in our tentative of identification is anyway that these Agumba were said to live and hunt in the plains, while the forests remained the undisputed domain of the Okiek (Dundas 1908: 138; Distefano 1990: 47 and Kenyatta 1990: 57-58).

Language is another burning issue regarding both the identification of the *Dorobo* tribes and the collocation of the Okiek in history.

Today the Okiek speak a Kalenjin (Nilotic - Southern) language, very close to Nandi and they live in a symbiotic economic relationship with their Nilotic neighbors, be they Nandi, Kipsigis or Maasai, according to the region they live in, which also allows for interethnic marriages, in which brides are exchanged in both directions.

Looking only at these linguistic and social factors, we should thus think that the Okiek belong in fact to the Nilotic ethnic mosaic and that they first came to Kenya following the same migration waves as their pastoralist counterpart.

There are some scholars who have even proposed to consider all the *Dorobo* tribes (and therefore also the Okiek) not as independent ethnic groups, but as scattered ex-farmer or herder groups who had fallen into disgrace due to drought, famine, disease or other physical adversities (see for example Kenny 1981 and van Zwanenberg 1976) which forced them to turn into hunters and gatherers for their survival. This idea is however quite simplistic and as Harvey puts it: “*there are reasonable arguments that the similarities often seen between hunters and gatherers and surrounding peoples derive not from prior membership in those groups but from a positive adaptation to the political and economic circumstances in which they find themselves*”.

In addition to this, it is important to underline a fact which today is accepted by an important number of historians: East Africa, before the colonization era, which started significantly only in the XIX century, was characterized by an extreme ecological diversity, which “*produced a great variety of ecological niches, occupied by peoples who were themselves ethnically diverse with sharply contrasting socioeconomic*...”

---

12 HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1929: 336) states: “*The possession of a Nandi dialect seems to be one of the criteria by which true Dorōbo can be distinguished*”. For “true Dorōbo” he obviously referred to the Okiek.

13 HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1929: 349): “*The Dorōbo give the Nandi baskets, dressed skins, and bows in exchange for ironwork, tobacco, pottery, beads and other necessaries which they cannot produce themselves*”.

14 HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1951: 48): “*Circumstances are forcing Dorobo to marry Nandi women to a greater extent than formerly, and Nandi are also, unreasonable as it may seem, marrying Dorobo women (...). Of 18 recorded marriages of Dorobo with Nandi and other tribes (...) 5 were of Dorobo with Nandi Women (...) 10 were of Dorobo women with Nandi men*”. During my stay in Mariashoni, in the months of January-February 2013, I had a clear confirmation of this possibility in many interviews with old Okiek women.

15 HARVEY, Steven (1976: 25).
structures”, what “promoted a high degree of integration, mobility and cooperation which gave rise to the proliferation of local networks of exchange”\textsuperscript{16}. All this has been possible because the region was very scarcely inhabited and because all the human groups living there were small in number, not highly structured and basically interested rather in economical stability than in political supremacy. In such a situation it is clear that identity was just a matter of interaction with the physical and social environment and that language could easily become a mere tool for daily exchanges, which could be abandoned in any moment, when the necessity was urgent to change economic panorama, mode of production and / or socio-economic partners (on this point cf Waller 1985).

In my opinion the interactions between Dorobo tribes (read Okiek) and their farmer neighbors (read Nandi, Maasai or Kipsigis) cannot but be read under this light and with respect to this I find illuminating the following passage by Huntingford: “The Dorobo\textsuperscript{17} are a hunting people who have been forced to take up agriculture, and at the same time are in process of acquiring a small amount of live stock. A great deal of their culture and most of their language have been borrowed from the Nandi; but their habits and mental characteristics are their own”.

What language did the Okiek speak before assuming their current Nilotic - Nandi dialect (as the Okiek is many times defined by Huntingford and as the first data I collected on the field in January-February 2013 seem to confirm) is still an open and very intriguing issue, which however I suspect very difficult to deal with, since we do not dispose of historical recordings and the language has come to us being transmitted just orally from generation to generation.

Anyway, as it is attested in Distefano 1990, there are some - fragile - traces which could let us think of a common Khoisan ascendance of either the Dahalo (today a Southern-Cushitic language) and the Okiek. The Dahalo preserves in fact some real Khoisan words and the undoubtedly Khoisan click sounds, but in Okiek the author admits to have found a unique word lexically similar to an eventual Khoisan original, and he actually reports it: “*lan- (horn), which can tentatively be attributed to Khoisan (*t\textipa{ra}na)*\textsuperscript{18}. I argue that only future and very deep archaeological and linguistic investigations could maybe bring to the light the true story of the very evolution of the region in terms of mixing, contact and superposition of determined human groups and of their cultures.

Be it as it may, according either to the oral traditions of Okiek's current neighbors, as reported by many eminent scholars, and to the Okiek’s own traditional tales, there should be no doubt on the fact that the Okiek and nobody else were the first inhabitants of the Mau Forests complex.

Dundas for example (1908:136) opens his article on the Origin and History of the Kikuyu and Dorobo Tribes, saying that: “The earliest inhabitants of the country now occupied by the Kikuyu of whom any reliable information is obtainable were a people who call themselves the Okiek”. Huntingford (1929: 336-337), citing Hollis (1903), writes: “Mâsae and Nandi traditions point to the Dorôbo having been found by them where they are now, when they first came into this part of easternAfrica; in the Masâe

\textsuperscript{17} Read “Okiek” - HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1951: 8).
\textsuperscript{18} DISTEFANO, John (1990: 44).
story called “Naiterukop” (Beginner of earth) there were originally three things on earth - an elephant, a snake and a Dorōbo; and in the Nandi story “Tapand’ap emet” (The beginning of the earth) God found three things on earth - an elephant, the thunder and a Dorōbo. The Dorōbo tradition that “we have always lived here” seems to confirm these stories”. Kenyatta (1990) sustains that the first inhabitants of the region now hosting the Kikuyu, were a H/G people called Gumba. These Gumba were short like the Pygmy and according to Kenyatta, they disappeared just after the arrival of the Kikuyu, living their place to another group, called Dorobo or Aathi. These Dorobo or Aathi were taller than the Gumba, spoke a language close to Kikuyu, and had a very friendly attitude towards them19. The term Aathi, which is not listed in Ethnologue, cannot be but another version of the current Okiek.

All this given and considered we must admit finally that the Okiek are Okiek not because they speak Okiek, which is most likely a Kalenjin passepartout used for inter-ethnic communication with the pastoralist tribes they lived in a symbiotic relationship with, but rather that they are Okiek because they have maintained the traditional cultural traits of original Okiek H/G (whoever they were) living in the Mau forests prior to the immigrations of the Nilotic and Bantu peoples, who today are pervasive in the region.

Old Joseph Jemaina20, one of my elder informants of Mariashoni, described to me the original Okiek in this way:

“en štešët aʃ ogiegi... ogiegi ki:tëʃun en tímdɔ.
Mɔ mì wàkàti nì yiːgɔs ogiegi yo ŋəm jëmi tíritá.
šmdìtwagìŋ kà:ɓà ogiegi kɔːyɔ mì kòːmeŋh.
Ogiegi kòː kiːniyɔmì kòː kòːmeŋh ay pfːndɔ.
en štešët ne pu₃an, kòːgi kìːptʃe ŋfrat këf tímuŋh.
kòːgi ŋɔ mì tímdɔ ogieg ŋu kòːgi kiːni en kiːlɐ gáitá tímdɔ (pu₃an) kìːlɐ gáitá kòːgítegëme
ane₃u₃an kòːgi kòːmeŋh.
Kwɔi nua kàːtìn nɛŋy kòːmeŋh kòːgiŋën ærɔŋh ŋəm kìː mì sëhëmuusìkëŋ ŋəm bùryën.
kòːgiʒëg kòːbìː sëhëmu ñëlë kɔːm fæn sëhëmuusìkëŋ ŋu pùr(i)gën kòːzù nɛŋì kùri
tzāːfɔ.
Kɔːmìmùnën ñëlë mɔsì wɔ Janet, mɔsì wɔ pįlím, mɔsì wɔ tàːtù, mɔsì wɔ ñé, kòːpɔ kìːrënte kòːmeŋh ŋuðàŋh.
en iʃpùrïgëg mɔsì wɔ tàːnà kòːndɔv pɔìsiɔŋhë ñrìtët negaietë”.

“The Okiek’s way of life… Okiek lived in the forest
No one among the Okiek had ever liked open spaces.
Okiek’s food was honey.
The Okiek used to eat honey and meat.
In their way of life, they had divided the forestlands among their clans.
When they still lived in the forest, they used to know which clans had the rights on which part of the forest, their life depended on honey.

20 Table 2, picture 2.
In those times, in which honey was so important, they knew which places were warmer in which season. So, they moved, they settled in those warm places, leaving the cold open spaces. They went, let’s say in the month of January, the second month, the third month, the fourth month... They went to collect their honey. In the 5th month, which was the warmest, they used to leave the elders in a fresh area...”

Honey was thus the principal concern in Okiek lives. And of course it was the Okiek’s first product for barter. Still today its value is enormous, and for this reason the project of ecofarming for the Okiek community of Mariashoni, funded by the Italian Province of Bolzano, together with Manistese, NECOFA, a Kenyan NGO, and Ethnorêma21, had as its priority the promotion of a mixed traditional-modern way of doing beekeeping. This paper is fruit of the ethno-linguistic research promoted in the framework of this project.

2. The Okiek and honey

Honey, kó:mè22 in Okiek, lays at the centre of Okiek’s economic, social and religious life. It represents the most important economic factor, because it has always represented the principal currency of exchange in the barters with neighboring peoples and it is the principal source of energetic food even in times of climatic adversities, famine and drought. Honey is then the pivot of social life, because Okiek’s seasonal migrations happened following the bees and their production and because it was the principal good used for the payment of bridewealths. Finally honey still seems to be the most precious element in Okiek’s (very simple) religious life, being the object of particular mystical respect. Honey in fact could not be managed by everyone and even those who could get in touch with it had to be in some ways ritually pure. Even though today this religious dimension seems to be a little loosened, at least for what concerns the Okiek community of Mariashoni, there are still some evidences of the protective and blessing role of honey in specific ritual performances.

Rose, one of my eldest interlocutors in the location of Kaprop, explained to me, for example, that, before building a new house, the elders of the family perform a private ceremony, pouring some rá:tiŋ β kó:mè, a kind of an alcoholic brewed beer of honey, on the ground and praying over it in order to obtain supernatural protection for the household which is going to be formed. Collins Kimbai, added that the rá:tiŋ β kó:mè is used also during the feasts closing the male initiation ceremonies, and that a collateral product of honey (which I suppose should be propolis) is used as a medicine and ritually put on the circumcised penis just after the ritual cut, in order to avoid infections. In some ways this rá:tiŋ β kó:mè must be considered a sacred beverage linked to life. It is in fact used only in rites which celebrate life (marriages, initiations, births),

21 www.ethnorema.it/projects/progetto-ogiek
22 Table 3, picture 6.
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but it does never appear during funerals. It cannot be drunk by women in their fertile age, because they are thought to spoil it and to invalidate the rite which is being performed. Only very old women, in fact, and just after menopause, can drink it on very special occasions (the marriages or initiations of their sons or daughters for example) and always after having asked for a special permission to the elders.

With respect to this point Huntingford in his article on the Dorobo Economy (1955: 614) wrote: “Honey is to the Dorobo what milk is to the Nandi. It is semi-sacred and has a high ritual value, in consequence of which certain rules must be observed lest the supply fail. A person must not eat fruit or blood on the same day that he has eaten honey, though he or she may eat meat. After eating honey, bits of the comb must not be left lying on the ground, but must be hidden in the undergrowth”. I must say that I cannot confirm the validity of this statement today for the Okiek of Mariashoni, who seem not to share these prescriptions.

In the same article Huntingford underlined the relevance of honey in the Dorobo exchanges with the Nandi, reporting some interesting data. The Dorobo (our Okiek) obtained:

1 axe for 1 bagful of honey.
1 arrowhead for a gourd full of honey.
1 bundle of tobacco (about 1lb) for 1 bagful of honey
1/- worth of trade beads for 1 gourd full of honey.

In addition to this, in his very interesting article on the passage from hunting to herding in antiquity (the introduction of caprine domestic mammals in the area now inhabited by the Okiek seems to be datable at around 3000 BC), Marean demonstrates that already in the period of Enkapune Ya Muto hunters, they concentrated their predation on small wild bovids of the forests, avoiding usually larger (and more dangerous) forest game, such as buffalo, forest hog or elephant and, according to him, “this may have been due to the rich returns of honey collection, which was a major source of calories for Okiek”, what is a hint suggesting not only the remoteness of the cultural / economic habit of honey collection in the region, but also the strategic position of honey, in terms of food and nutrition, for all H/G tribes.

Furthermore there are many evidences in literature on the special value of honey also in much more structured and rich societies than the H/G ones. Dore, in his article “Etnografia del miele nelle fonti coloniali italiane sull’Eritrea ed Etiopia” (2009) demonstrates in a very detailed way, how much important was honey in the commercial exchanges between the Saho (Eastern-Cushitic; Saho-Afar) and their neighbors and on the caravan routes and traditional markets of Eritrea and Ethiopia, and at the same time how much high was the colonial interest for such a precious good and its derivates. All the sources cited by Dore are official documents by Italian

---

23 HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1955: 611-612). The text continues: “The bag used as a measure for honey is the smallest size of kerepet, measuring 7 or 8 ins by 6 1/2 or 7 ins. The gourd is about 10 ins long”.

24 Enkapune Ya Muto, also known as the Twilight Cave, is a large enclosed rock-shelter located on the Mau Escarment above the Naivasha basin in the Central Rift Valley of Kenya. It revealed Later Stone Age and Middle Stone Age deposits (cf MAREAN, Curtis 1992: 66-67). The region has historically become part of the Okiek’s territory.

colonial officers, who had to become ethnographers due to practical reasons. From those documents it also results clear, for example, that the wax coming from East Africa was sold also on many European markets. In particular in Great Britain they seemed to appreciate the wax coming from Eritrea and Ethiopia most than the one produced in Somalia and Kenya, for the Ethiopian one was much more white and pure.

The commerce with European traders and with other exterior markets seem to have converted to beekeeping also peoples who historically were not so much used to it. Among the Ngindo (Bantu) of the Barikiwa district in southern Tanganyika, for example, a people of shifting cultivators, as it is stated by Crosse-Upcott in his article “Social Aspects of Ngindo Bee-keeping”, until the beginning of 1900 “beekeeping had yet to become a community habit”, even though “two of the principal elements in the Ngindo complex, namely Hamba and Ikemba, are rumoured (and confess themselves) to have been pure hunters and collectors almost within living memory (...) They were renowned bee-men”. In the 50ies, the author writes that “Under optimum conditions the seasonal yield of the Barikiwa district alone might easily reach 300 kilogrammes of wax (...) Now, the total export from the Liwale Sultanate are not more than ten times that figure, whereas its population must be fifty times greater than that of Barikiwa” (Crosse-Upcot 1956: 84). What is particularly interesting on this point is that having kept until the last generation their nature of pure H/G, Okiek never entered these commercial cycles. Their trade in honey has always remained limited to the internal circuit of symbiotic relationships with their pastoralist or farmer neighbors and they did never start to produce wax. If the NECOFA project will reveal successful, all this is destined to change in the next generation.

Among the Okiek, beekeeping, or better honey collection, storage and distribution, is something that belongs to the male domain. After having been collected, the honey is stored by the elder men in a secret place in the forest, hidden and kept safe from thefts and dangerous pollution caused by a fortuitous contact with ritually impure people. Being a woman myself I have never had the possibility to visit one of these places in the forest where the community honey is preserved. Anyway I know that each household (which could be composed by a maximum of 30 people, considering the father’s family and two to three families of the father’s sons) used to store its honey in a number of special quite big wooden containers, called kisúŋò or kisúŋút (pl. kiśw:3⁰ or kisúŋúši³⁰), which were realized hollowing a trunk. The family kiśw:3⁰ were then under the responsibility of the elders, whose task was deciding how much of the honey had to be brought to the household, when, for which purposes and in which quantity it had to be divided among his wife and the wives of his sons.

---

26 Cf DORE, Gianni (2009: 52): “I funzionari e i tecnici coloniali dovevano diventare etnografi per necessità pratica”.
27 Cf DORE, Gianni (2009: 57): “L’Inghilterra ne apprezzava la bianchezza e la purezza rispetto a quelle del Kenia e della Somalia”.
30 According to my informants the first plural form is the original Okiek one, while the second is adapted to Kipsigis.
This habit of storing honey in a secret place in the forest, must have been common also among other H/G tribes in East Africa, if it is true what is reported by Crosse-Upcott (1956: 85) about the Hamba and Ikemba hunters, who were part of the Ngindo complex and who seemed to be “reputed to know the art of storing honey in primitive ant-burrows vats and camouflaging them so expertly as to deceive the honey-badger himself”.

Going back to the Okiek, the transportation of honey from the forest to the household, was instead a female task, but only very old women, out of their reproductive cycle, could be appointed of it.

To carry the honey, in their trip from inside the forest to their household, Okiek women used the (k)lɛ̀kwɛ̀lɛ̀ (pl. (k)lɛ̀kwɛ̀lɛ̀ɔ̀igh), a bag made with vegetal fibers, usually small ropes obtained from the kwɔ́mɛ̀rɛ̀t -?- plant, intertwined with tɛ́:yàt, i.e. bamboo cords.

Fertile women could handle honey only out of their menstruations, and could use it only for the necessity of their household: food or medicine production, children and elders nutrition.

In a period of normal hunting activity, honey was principally used as a preservative for smoked meat the Okiek used to store (Collins Kimbai, one of my informants from Kiptungo, said to me that the meat of a single buffalo preserved in honey could feed a family of 5 members for a period lasting up to 3 years), while in periods of scarcity of meat, honey was used as a nutritional addition especially for children.

Concerning children, it must be added that Okiek young boys start very soon exercising in hunt, living their first hunting experiences quite as a game. At an average age of three to four years, male children can be seen going around in the forest in small groups of classmates, each one with his small bow and his small arrows, which initially do not have a metal point. When they go in the forest like this they use to eat what they can gather or hunt by themselves and they use to keep a small bag of honey by themselves, which they eat just in case they need energy and they do not find anything else to eat.

Honey is also used, as we have already seen for the preparation of the beer r5:tʰb ɗβ kó:mɛ̀b, used principally in ritual or official clan or family meetings. Another drink, this time non alcoholic and very refreshing, is what the Okiek call lókómɛ̀b, which is made of water mixed with honey and a special kind of seeds and which must be drunk in the same day of preparation31.

Okiek know no words for the translation of beekeeping or beekeeper. The two terms beekeeping and beekeepers contain in fact the idea of care. Beekeeping activities are aimed at taking care of the bees and of their hives and a beekeeper is someone who works for the well-being of his bees. According to the Okiek tradition, however, nobody is actually supposed to take care of his bees. The only work the Okiek usually do for their bees is the production and positioning of the hives on specific trees in the forest, but for the rest, Okiek limit themselves to follow the natural cycles of bees and flowers. Today the Okiek of Mariashoni are sedentary people, but until some 30 years

31 Both beverages were already cited in HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1955: 606-607). For the beer however, HUNTINGFORD reported a slightly different name, that is kumik ap lo, which literally should mean “honey of water”, and which therefore I think is an incorrect from.
ago they were semi-nomads and their migrations from the fresher habitats of the highlands to the warmer regions of the lowlands, followed the seasonal rhythm of flourishing and ripeness of their honey. They had no skills in the process of moving a swarm from one hive to the other, their hives did not provide for a queen excluder, and they just limited themselves to prepare tempting log hives in determined areas in specific periods of the year, hoping that they would be soon inhabited by a productive colony of bees.

According to Huntingford there was a special invocation Okiek used to call out to the bees to invite a new swarm to settle in a newly put up log-hive\(^3\), but unfortunately I could not document the same among the Okiek of Mariashoni.

In the region of Mariashoni, the Okiek distinguish at least 8 different kinds of honey, depending on the flowers or trees from which the bees take pollen. Unfortunately, for the moment it has been impossible to identify the scientific names of all but one plants produced with each kind of flower:

\[kó:mèh \, aβ \, kàràbùt\] (no identification of the tree, which is very small and used also for the preparation of traditional remedies against malaria) this honey is sweet and white;

\[kó:mèh \, aβ \, mòtɔta\] (no identification of the tree) the honey is yellowish and somehow bitter;

\[kó:mèh \, aβ \, sèrɛʒɪtɛt\] (kipsigis? - no identification of the tree) the honey is brown and sweet;

\[kó:mèh \, aβ \, sìlìbùt\] (tobea tree) The honey is somewhat white and sugary;

\[kó:mèh \, aβ \, tèfəŋwèt\] (no identification of the tree) this honey is brown and sweet;

\[kó:mèh \, aβ \, tékɔɔɲɔ\] (no identification of the tree) the honey is brown and sweet;

\[kó:mèh \, aβ \, tò:mɔnɛt\] (no identification of the tree) this honey is very clear and somewhat bitter;

\[kó:mèh \, aβ \, tà:nɔjèt\] (no identification of the tree, which is very small and twisted) the honey is white and sweet.

3. The bees, their lifecycle, their roles, their morphology and the hives and its parts according to the Okiek of Mariashoni

A set form, and is uttered in a rather unnatural, high-pitched tone: Sekem, sekem, ce mii en emotineuccu tukul, wa pusi anyun, ocololon, ocololon - Bees, bees, who are in countries-these all, come here now, pour-in-(honey), pour-in-(honey),

Again it was cited in Huntingford, G. W. B. (1976: 432), without identification.

\(^3\) Cited by Huntingford, G. W. B. (1976: 435), as a Nandi term, unfortunately without identification.
Given that their lives depend principally on the forest and on honey, Okiek have developed a very deep knowledge of bees. They know bees are not all the same. They know that there are different species and that inside these different species bees have a different morphology according to their specific role in their colony. They know that the colony is very highly structured and that the swarm is directed by a queen bee, which is feminine. They know that the hive has its own cycles of production which must be respected, and that there are times in which you can collect honey and periods in which you would better not do it. They know that bees like to live close to water sources and that they suffer from a too cold or a too warm climate. Of course their knowledge derives from a simple observation from the outside, whose origin lays in the mythic times of tradition, and in fact Okiek views are partially different from what we would define as really scientific, but anyway what they know about bees and their lifecycle is enough to grant them an unquestionable skill in dealing with bees and honey.

In this section we will go through this traditional knowledge.

First of all, when asked “what is a bee?” the Okiek simply answer that “a bee is a bee”, firmly refusing the idea to classify it under the label kàliaŋá (pl. kàliaŋígh), “insect”. A bee is thus something which has a very special status. A bee is just a ségemiáti.

Besides being the taxonomically generic term, a ségemiáti (pl. ségemiéþ) is the common domestic bee (Apis mellifera). Apart from it, the Okiek distinguish at least other three types of bee, all of which are thought of as a kind of ségemiáti. These other species are: kósomáti, sámósérsiét (pl. sámósérséþ) and tféptiyige (pl. ?) Kósomáti (pl. kósoméþ - Halictus) is what the Okiek define as the “savage bee”, because it is impossible to domesticate it. It is an earth bee, which makes its hives in holes in the ground. It produces a honey which is much more liquid and sweeter than the common one and which is preferably used as a restorative medicine. Today this bees are rare in the region due to deforestation, but their honey is very highly appreciated and therefore, when an Okiot discovers one of these ground-hives, he keeps it secret to the others.

The other two types of bee, sámósérsiét (pl. sámósérséþ) and tféptiyige (pl. ?) are usually translated by the Okiek as “red bees” and “black bees”. Unfortunately I had no means to identify the two corresponding scientific names. Anyway my Okiek informants described the former as very aggressive and producing not very good honey, while the latter were described as not aggressive and with a very good honey.

Huntingford 1955: 615 reported a similar distinction, identifying 4 species, but even though the first two, ségemiáti and kósomáti, correspond either in terms of lexical form or of scientific classification to those I have just described, the other two species he quotes seem to be completely different. He reports in fact the word Imeiik, corresponding to the scientific species Omia. Omia are solitary bees “which live in trees and hollow stems of shrubs and make honey”. The second word reported by Huntingford, Kiptulonik, corresponds to the scientific name Chalicodoma. Chalicodomas are mason bees, “which live in cells made of a sort of cement formed
of earth, minute stones, and their own saliva. These are very small bees, which make only a small amount of honey, and are not found in the forest, but in Soim below the escarpment”.

In this case it is possible that my informants really do not know the insect itself, being that it is endemic in a different habitat, but for what concerns the Imeiik it should be interesting to know if such a bee has ever existed in the region of Mariashoni, which could be a hint also for botanist and agro-forestal experts to understand the level of degradation of the original ethological population. Further lexical enquiries have thus to be done.

Sègemèh, that is the domestic bees, are then distinguished according to their role in the colony:
The queen bee is called kà:mèt af sègemèh, lit. “mother of bees”. It is thought of as a female and all the sègemèh of her colony are said to be her sons. For this reason I suppose, Okiek think that it is the queen-bee who feeds the brood (sic!)35.

For the worker bee, which is seen as a male, Okiek do not have a singular form. Worker bees are the most numerous in a colony, and they are perceived as a plural entity. Not all my informants agreed on their name, even though the majority of them proposed the term gibbètè:ndh, according to some of them the most correct form should be sè:rsè:etf. Huntingford (1955) proposed unfortunately no specific names for the workers, which he simply classified as sègemèh.

The drone is called gòb(v)è:tał (pl. gòb(v)è:tałh) and is obviously seen as a male. The Okiek are aware that drones do not do anything special in the hive and that their task is just mating with the queen-bee. To understand when the hive is full of honey and the colony is ready to give life to a new swarm, the Okiek look under it and if they find dead drones on the ground it means that it is time for harvesting.

Besides these bees, the Okiek identify another kind of specialists, what they call the scout bees: kà:ùtánih, kò:ji:goih or sègeígh. Also in this case they only know the plural form of the name, because scouts are said to work in groups. Their task is going out looking for flowers and calling the workers to collect the pollen. When it is time for the bees to migrate to a warmer or to a colder place, the scout bees precede the others in order to find a new hive to settle in.

The co-existence of different terms for the same specialization is probably due to the fact that my informants came from all the different locations of the Mariashoni region (which has an extension of about 264 km²) and they could witness for dialectal lexical variations. Huntingford (1955) did not report anything similar.

The Okiek distinguish with specific terms the three stages in the life of a bee, before it becomes an adult insect:
Mà:ènígh aβ sègemiat (mà:ènígh, lit. egg, has only a plural form in this case) are the eggs of the bee. After the egg stage, the bee becomes an ísìåt (pl. ísègh)36, that is a larva, and finally it transforms itself into a vàrèt (pl. vàrègh), i. e. a pupa. The same term for larva in its plural form, i. e. ísègh, is used also generically to indicate the brood. Okiek do not have a clear idea anyway of the time that occurs from the one

35 All the hive (larvae, pupae, queen-bee and drones) is fed by the workers.
36 Table 3, picture 6.
stage to the other, or from the egg stage to the adult bee stage\textsuperscript{37}. They also do not know how long lasts the lifecycle of an adult bee (either in terms of days or of months - \textit{sic!}), but they say that the drones live lesser, because the workers kill them when the hive is full, what means that the workers survive\textsuperscript{38} to them. Apart from this, they finally are aware that the queen-bee can live for more than three or four years. Huntingford (1955: 616) identified the same name, \textit{várɛ̀ɣh}, for what he described as “\textit{young bees, grubs}” but did not report any distinctions of the other two stages (egg and larva).

When asked to describe the morphology, or the physical characteristics of a bee, Okiek use descriptive forms containing names taken from the human, or from other animal bodies. Thus bees have a (human) head, \textit{mëtit aβ sègemiát}, their body is divided in (human) thorax, \textit{pɔːr tü(β) aβ sègemiát}, and abdomen (lit. belly), \textit{mɔːt aβ sègemiát}. They have (human) legs (lit. feet) \textit{kè:bët aβ sègemiát}, and (bird) wings \textit{márábɔ̀ɣh aβ sègemiát}. The only two specific non descriptive terms are \textit{kɔ̀tːt (pl. kɔːtːɛ́ɣh)} for the proboscis and \textit{rɛ́rìɣh} for the sting, which strangely has a plural form.

Let us now have a look at the hive. The Okiek of Mariashoni distinguish lexically the natural beehive from the handmade hive. The name of the natural beehive, which is usually a cave tree or a trunk with natural holes, is \textit{póːnet}\textsuperscript{39} (no plural), while the handmade one, a typical log-hive, we are going to describe in the next section, is called \textit{mùingét}\textsuperscript{40} (no plural). Interesting enough is that Huntingford (1955: 616) reported for the same hive, which he describes as a honey-barrel, the word \textit{pasanet}, which has no correspondence in my data.

The swarm living in a hive is called (g)\textit{iráxⁱh}, with a plural form, but when the colony becomes too large Okiek define it as a \textit{tùjèt aβ sègemèh}, i. e. a real “horde” of bees.

Inside the hive there are honeycombs, \textit{pòːɣʧɔ̀t} (pl. \textit{pòːɣìɣh}). \textit{Pòːɣʧɔ́t} is the generic term for different kinds of combs, which can be long, short and somewhat rounded or even cross shaped. Each one of the three combs has its specific name. \textit{Kɔ̀mdɔ} (sg. only) is the long one, \textit{kè:nɛjɛuɛ́h} (pl. only) is the short, rounded one, while \textit{sɛ́maːnɛ́h} (pl. only) is the cross comb.

All hives, be they natural or handmade ones, must have some kinds of openings to let the bees in and out. Both kinds of opening are called \textit{póːnet} (sg. only). The same word is used for the bigger hole opened at the bottom of the log-hive in order to collect honey. That opening is generally closed with a \textit{kɛ́rɛːt (sg. only)}, which is made of vegetal fibre. We will see it in detail in the next section.

In the hive each bee lives in its own cell. Different kinds of bees live in different kinds of cells and the Okiek are very well aware of it, distinguishing them using different, specific terms. Thus the queen cell is called \textit{kɔ̀yriɔ́t} (pl. \textit{kɔ̀yɔ́riɔ́t}), the drone cell is \textit{kùsúmdɔ}, while the cell for the worker is called \textit{pɔːgít}. What is strange in this

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{37} BRAIDOTTI, Flavio, Pietro LORENZI (2010: 8; Table 1). The days needed for an egg to become a queen bee are 15. For a worker 20 and for a drone 24.
\item \textsuperscript{38} BRAIDOTTI, Flavio, Pietro LORENZI (2010: 8; Table 1). The average life of a worker bee is about 35-45 days, for a drone 50 days, while a bee becomes mature at the age of 2 years and can live up to 5 years.
\item \textsuperscript{39} Table 4, picture 7.
\item \textsuperscript{40} Table 4, picture 8.
\end{itemize}
terminology is that only the queen cell, which is a single one in each hive, has two different forms, for singular and plural, while the drone and worker cells, which are much more numerous in the hive, seem to have just the singular form. An hypothesis could be that the singular refers to a kind of a collective noun, but the form would go quite contrary to the Okiek habit to use plural forms for non-countable nouns like, for example here, kó:mè:ɣ, “honey”.

If the Okiek have proved a quite detailed knowledge of the lifecycle and of the habits of their bees, they have had some débacle in the exact identification of products of the bees. Concerning concepts as pollen, nectar, propolis, royal jelly or wax, my elder informants in Mariashoni had quite confused ideas. They seemed to agree that the specific terms are 4: nɔ̀:ɣɪ́:ɣ, tèmeniét, ɑsaɛ́:ɣ and ʋá:ɛ̀:ɣ (which must not be confused with the aforementioned ʋárɛ́:ɣ, “pupae”), but they definitely disagreed on their meaning and it was impossible for me to understand which label corresponds to which substance.

Nɔ̀:ɣɪ́:ɣ was said to be either pollen or royal jelly (?). Given that all my informants agreed that some of this nɔ̀:ɣɪ́:ɣ is used for the preparation of the ceremonial beer, I dare imagine it is rather royal jelly, than pollen. Tèmeniét and ɑsaɛ́:ɣ (the first a singular, the second a plural form) have been proposed for the translation of “wax”. My informants said to me that this tèmeniét or ɑsaɛ́:ɣ is used during the male initiation rite, but they avoided describing to me its actual function. Be it as it may, what I know is that the traditional Okiek seem not to have used wax in any other way and until now they have even never commercialized it, so the question remains an open issue. For what concerns propolis they seemed to agree on the word ʋá:ɛ̀:ɣ. Anyway no informant could describe to me the collocation of these elements in the comb structure. For “nectar” they suggested the term tás:βtá:ɛ́t (pl. tás:βtɔ́:ɡɔ́k), but again it seems quite confusing to me, because the same word is the common form for “flower”.

If the generic word for honey as a food is kó:mè:ɣ, the Okiek distinguish then two types of honey as a product of the hive: nár:ɔ̀:ɣ is the ripe honey still in the comb, which has about a month of maturation, while the eldest one, which can reach one year of age is called kêldèt ɑβ kò:ɣyó, lit. foot of the elder (?).

Apart from being aware of what happens to the bees inside and outside their hive, Okiek also know that hives are constantly menaced by external enemies. The most dangerous ones are said to be birds in general, because they like eating bees. In particular, the worst is a small one, with white eyes and grey plumes, which they call the kipr̩i:sk³ (sg. only)⁴¹.

Ants, sìŋi̱m̩ıt̩ (pl. sìŋi̱:m̩ɪ̱) are also considered very dangerous, in that they eat bee eggs. Among ants, the most dangerous are said to be the small ones of the cow (?), which they call tás:βyɔ́:ɣ (pl. only).

In many regions of East Africa honey collectors usually say that they can identify the collocation of a new hive following a bird whose latin name is cuculus indicator. It is in fact said that this bird calls out its cry when it finds itself close to a colony of bees. Huntingford (1955: 618) reported that Okiek shared the same belief and that the Okiek

⁴¹ Cited also in HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1955: 618).
name for the bird was Keceiat. I discussed this issue with my elder informants in Mariashoni, but no one seemed to know anything about it.

Last but not least, to complete our discourse on the bees and their lifecycle according to the Okiek, here you find the yearly calendar of the bees activities as described to me by the elders of Mariashoni:

- January-February are the months in which the bees migrate where it is colder, in the highlands. In this period the rainy season is just finished and the highlands are full of flowerings. At the beginning of this period, that is just after the rainy season, the mating happens.
- End January-March: these are the months of richest harvesting.
- End March-April: the bees look for a warmer place and some start to migrate towards the lowlands.
- April-July: in these months it is too cold for the bees to move, and outside there is no flourishing. Therefore nothing special happens.
- July-September are said to be the months in which the queen lays eggs.
- September-November (but in any case always) are the months in which, according to the Okiek the workers produce honey.
- During the whole year, especially in the rainy or wet seasons, when honey is “always” present, Okiek beekeepers check the honey production once a month.

This description of the Okiek yearly calendar of the bees’ activities, seems to correspond quite well to the data presented in Carrol (2006: 32-37) about the honey harvesting seasons in different regions of the Mau Forests area. We have seen that the best harvesting season according to the Okiek of Mariashoni is end January-March. Comparing this information with Carrol (2006: 34) we see that the same is true for the Kakamega forest, where the best honey season lays between December and March). These data would then place the two ecological niches of the Mau and of the Kakamega forests on the same level in terms of botanical structure and ecosystems, and this is very interesting given the deep degradation of the Mau and, to the contrary, the more protected area of the Kakamega forests.

Data on the harvesting times in the rest of the area are: end September - October for Molo; April-June and October-February for the Nandi hills; March, July and November for the Trans Mara and March-April and September-November for Kirinyaga42.

4. Making and placing a new hive. Tools, processes and lexical data43

In East Africa and in particular in Kenya there are different kinds of traditionally handmade beehives. Hives can be made with mud and sticks, with baskets or pots44, with bark or wood45 or even with mud mixed with cow dung46. As every kind of

43 For the lexical data contained in this section I am especially grateful to John Ndirito Kipchumba, one of the most skilled hive-maker from the location of Molem.
44 CARROL, Thomas (2006: 8-16) reported pictures of all these hives.
45 As it is among the Ngindo of southern Tanganyika (CROSSE-UPCOTT A. R. W., 1956:84)
handmade object, a handmade hive is built using the row materials at disposal in a determined natural context. Being the Okiek forest people, it is obvious that their hives could but be made of the wood of their forests.

The typical Okiek hive is thus the traditional East African log-hive\(^47\), or mùingét in Okiek (singular only), which is around 1,40m long, has a diameter of ca 40cm and is usually placed on very high trees in the forest at an height of about 5 to 10m. Today it is also common to find these hives placed on the fences near the houses, but this is definitely a modern evolution.

When a mùingét is placed in a good area and the beekeeper takes good care of it, it can have an average production of about 20kg honey per year, which is really not bad, if we think that the modern Langstroth hive gives up to 40kg, the KTBH (Kenya top bar hive) does not exceed 30kg while the other types (pot hive, basket hive etc.) reach only an average of 10kg\(^48\).

According to the Okiek tradition, a mùingét belongs to the man who builds it and the same is true for the swarm which settles in it. When a man dies, his mùingét are distributed among his living sons and the same happens among the Ngindo of southern Tanganyika\(^49\).

In this section I will describe the processes, the materials and the tools involved in the building of a new mùingét.

In the mind of its builder, a mùingét is made to last many years. It is supposed to resist to any weather adversities and therefore it must be strong and carefully made. The most preferred woods for the building of a new mùingét are \(\text{m} \text{ɔ̀ɣɔ́} :\text{n} \text{ʤ} \text{èt}\) (cedar tree) or \((\text{ɛ})\text{sís}:\text{nèt}\) because they are harder, but Okiek can sometimes use also the wood of \(\text{ɔ̀ʋ} \text{n} \text{ɪ́} \text{t}\), which is softer, but still very reliable.

Unfortunately, for the moment it has been impossible to identify the scientific names of \((\text{ɛ})\text{sís}:\text{nèt}\) and \(\text{ɔ̀ʋ} \text{n} \text{ɪ́} \text{t}\) and even in Huntingford 1976 I did not find any correspondence either in Nandi/Dorobo or in Maasai. In addition to this, Huntingford 1955 (p. 617) reported the names of different trees used by the Okiek of his time for making a hive (above all mocet and rerendet\(^50\)), saying that these woods were preferred because softer and easier to shape.

This information brings us in a cul-de-sac: Huntingford’s informants in fact considered pivotal a characteristic of the wood, i.e. its softness, which is exactly the opposite of what my own interlocutors believe fundamental, i.e. hardness. How can the two things go together? How can they be equally and contemporary true? I think that this can be possible at least for one reason: Huntingford indeed did his research among the Okiek in the first half of 1900 and it is possible that the tools the Okiek used at those times and which they obtained form the barters with their Nandi or Maasai neighbors, were not as good as the ones they can rely on today, and therefore their priority was probably slightly different from the current one. It must then be underlined that all my

\(^{46}\) As it is for the qafo of the Saho described in DORE, Gianni (2009) and VERGARI Moreno and Roberta ZAGO (2009).

\(^{47}\) Or barrel-hive according to the terminology adopted by HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1955: 616-617).

\(^{48}\) Data taken from BRAINTOTTI Flavio and Pietro LORENZI (2010: 36; table 8).


\(^{50}\) For the first, mocet HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1976) does not give any identification with a latin name, while the second, rerendet, should be the Euphorbia Candelabrum).
informants agreed on the fact that anyway everybody tended to use an already fallen tree, what they called a “mature cedar” mɔ̀ɣɔ́ːnʤèt njɔ́ŋat, rather than cutting a new one. On the one hand this is due to the fact that they are aware of the need to preserve what remains of their forest, but on the other hand it is unquestionable that “using a mature cedar is easier and lesser laborious that cutting a lively tree”.

Be it as it may, it is reassuring to know that either today, or at Huntingford’s times “The entire work of shaping and cutting is done with the axe”\textsuperscript{51}, ðjuːːt (pl. ðjóːnɔð\textsuperscript{52}) in Okiek.

When the right trunk has been found, it is split (kɛ́βət) in two parts in the longitudinal sense. The next step is cutting the two halves of the future hive for a length of about 140 cm. The effective measure of the hive usually corresponds to the height of the hive-maker from his feet to his shoulder. Once a hive-maker has cut the trunk in these two halves, he must hollow them out (kɛ́βːt), obtaining now the two shells gɛ́βɛ́ruː (sing. gɛ́βɛ́r) of the future hive. To hollow out and shape (kɛ́βːtɔt) the interior of the two wooden shells, the Okiek use again a small axe kisiɛndʒɔt, with a kind of chisel, kisiɛndʒɔ it (pl. kisiɛndʒɔːsie\textsuperscript{53}), on top of a handle, kùɲúk\textsuperscript{54} (pl. kùɲúkw\textsuperscript{55}) made of the kaluk\textsuperscript{56} wood. Once the interior has been modeled, the hive-maker starts to refine (kɛ́tʃɛk) the external surfaces, taking the old bark away.

At this point the two wooden shells of the future hive are left in a cool place to dry for at least two weeks (or, better, a month). When the shells are dry, the hive-maker has to pierce the wood, in order to create at least 3 holes per side on each shell. In these holes will pass the small fiber cord through which the two shells will be sewn together in order to give the hive its characteristic log form. The tool used to pierce the wood is a kind of long pike, called mɛ́ʧɛ́ːità\textsuperscript{56} (pl. mɛ́ʧɛ́ph), made red hot on the fire. The thread, tūnɔːjèt (pl. tūnɔːj\textsuperscript{57}), used to sew the two wooden shells together is made with a special kind of bark, the ɔ́mɔ́lɪlt (pl. ɔ́mɔ́lɪlt\textsuperscript{58}). Unfortunately I do not know the scientific name of this ɔ́mɔ́lɪlt, which was also not mentioned either in Huntingford 1955 or in Huntingford 1976. The same thread is eventually used to sew also those small cracks that sometimes happen to break into the dry wooden shells.

Once the two shells have been sewn together, it is time to choose the shell where to make the póːnèt (pl. póːnit\textsuperscript{59}), the opening for honey harvesting. The póːnèt is a rectangular hole, about 15-20 cm long and 7-8 cm wide, which stays at the bottom of the hive, once it is placed on the tree, in order to facilitate the harvesting operation. To make the opening the hive-maker incises (kɛ́ːyək) delicately its border on one of the

\textsuperscript{51} HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1955: 617). 
\textsuperscript{52} Table 5, picture 9. 
\textsuperscript{53} Table 5, picture 9 and 10, and table 6, picture 11. 
\textsuperscript{54} Table 6, picture 11. 
\textsuperscript{55} Even in this case I cannot say what is the scientific name of the tree, nor was it cited in HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1955) or (1976). 
\textsuperscript{56} Table 6, picture 12.
two shells with a small knife, the *ró:twèt* (pl. *ró:twèt*)\(^{57}\), then the cutting is still made with the aforementioned small axe (*kisienʤɔ́it*).

The * pó:nèt*\(^{58}\) will then be closed with a *kèrvbé:* (no plural), made of any kind of durable vegetal fibre.

The two ends of the hive are finally made with two circles of the same wood as the shells, where some holes, *kɔ̀ŋígh*\(^{60}\), are left, or pierced with the *mèʧɛ́ità* in order to left the bees in and out of the hive, which is now ready to be wrapped in long strings of green bark *mò:rtét* (pl. *mɔ́r:rtét*\(^{60}\)) of cedar tree *tɔ́:kwèt*. These strings of bark has to be at least two palms longer than the log itself, because they must protect the entrance to the hive for the bees. Once these bark strips are dry, they are called *pɛ́:rɪɣ* (sing. *pɛ́:rɪt*\(^{61}\)). To fix the bark strips, the Okiek use a rope, *túnɔ̀:jέt*, made of *písìndá* (a kind of a liana, whose scientific name I do not know) wrapped around a iron wire core.

Once all these operations have been made, the log-hive is ready to host a swarm of bees, and it is time to carry it in the forest and place it high on a tree.

Not all the trees are good to give home to a log-hive. According to the Okiek the log must be placed at the bifurcation of two strong branches, *sɔ́ɣɔ̀tiát* (pl. *sɔ́ɣɔ̀tiáth*\(^{b}\)). If in the area there are no trees with an appropriate bifurcation, it is made artificially. Also the artificial bifurcation, which is made adding a kind of a long crutch to the original tree, has its proper name, and it is called *téju* (pl. *téjuːth*). If the log is well placed there is no need to tie it to the tree. Unfortunately I did not ask to my informants which kind of trees are usually chosen for the placement of the hives, but anyway I can say that they are very high trees, which have very few or even no branches near the ground and the same was attested by Huntingford (1955: 618).

Given the very precious value of honey in the Okiek tradition one would expect some of the passages of the making of a new hive to be accompanied by ritual agency, but as far as what I have learnt from my informants and from the elders of the region of Mariashoni this seems actually not to happen.

In section 2, footnote 33, I have already reported that, according to Huntingford (1955: 617), when, at his times, a newly made hive was placed on a tree, the beekeeper made an invocations to the bees, calling them to settle in it and that I have never recorded anything similar regarding the Okiek of Mariashoni. I argue that this invocation, which was pronounced “*in an unnatural, high-pitched tone*”, cannot but be considered as a faint trace of a possibly richer ceremony which could have been performed in ancient times.

In the Ngindo tradition there was a special taboo, which prevented a beekeeper from putting more than one hive on the same tree\(^{53}\). Even though I had no expression of this kind of beliefs from my informants, it is true that also in the region of Mariashoni I never saw a tree hosting more than one log. Maybe in this case the practice is

\(^{57}\) Table 7, picture 13.

\(^{58}\) Table 7, picture 14.

\(^{59}\) Table 8, picture 15.

\(^{60}\) Table 8, picture 16.

\(^{61}\) Table 4, picture 8.

\(^{62}\) No correspondence in HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1955) or (1976).

maintained but the memory of the reason why things are done like that has finally been lost\textsuperscript{64}.

5. Harvesting honey. Traditional tools and techniques

After two or three months from the placement of a new hive, Okiek start to check if bees have come to settle in it. If not, nothing special is done and Okiek are confident that it would just be a question of time and patience. If the hive has become the house of a new swarm, people know that some weeks after the blossoming they can start harvesting.

Okiek do not have special clothes for the harvesting operation (\textit{kiómú kó:mé}\textsuperscript{65}). Their traditional \textit{yúřièt aβ (i)ndèrît}\textsuperscript{65}, a long mantle made of hyrax skins, was worn high on their head, firmly closed under the chin, in order to avoid being stung on the face.

Before climbing on the tree where the log-hive is placed, the beekeeper prepares the tools he needs for harvesting: a simple shoulder bag, the \textit{mòtogé:t} (pl. \textit{mòtogó:t}\textsuperscript{66}), which is made of antelope skin, containing the so-called \textit{kùrɔ́gʋ̀rièt} (pl. \textit{kùrɔ́gʋ̀rièt}\textsuperscript{66}), a puff of vegetal fibre, no matter if green or dry, whose centre contains some small pieces of cedar tree bark (\textit{sasiát}\textsuperscript{67} - no plural)\textsuperscript{68}, which he previously has made burning.

Concerning the bag, my elder informants underlined that it had to be made with the skin of the alpha male \textit{kwɛ́stà} (no plural) of species like the red duiker, \textit{mindet}, the \textit{pɛʧɛnɔ't} or the \textit{mbɔ:lɛt}\textsuperscript{69}, which are two other kinds of small deers, of which however I do not know the scientific name.

I do not know if this was only a question of prestige, or if, also in this case, we are legitimate to see another faint trace of a ritual prescription which has now been forgotten during times.

Be it as it may, on this point Huntingford 1955 did not report anything special.

To make the \textit{kùrɔ́gʋ̀rièt} burning, the Okiek use the ancient method of rubbing one thin stick, called \textit{pínè:t} (no plural)\textsuperscript{70} on top of another, a little bigger one, called \textit{ndàmɛ́t} (no plural)\textsuperscript{71}. The \textit{ndàmɛ́t} is usually made of a soft wood, while the \textit{pínè:t} is always of cedar or anyway of another very dry and hard wood.

Reaching the hive without \textit{kùrɔ́gʋ̀rièt} would be very dangerous for the beekeeper, because the smoke coming out from the puff is the only tool he has to make the bees fly away, preventing them from stinging him. Once he reaches the hive, he first blows some smoke towards the opening. When he is sure that the bees have moved away, he opens the log, taking the \textit{kɛ̀rɛ̀bɛ́t} away. Before putting his hand into the hive, he blows again more smoke inside, obliging the bees to keep away from the central part

\textsuperscript{64} The Ngindo of Southern Tanganyika seem for example to have some more rituals and beliefs linked to honey and beekeeping, even though their practiced vary very much from clan to clan. On this point see CROSSE-UPCOTT A. R. W. (1956: 96-98).
\textsuperscript{65} Table 9, picture 17.
\textsuperscript{66} No correspondence in HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1976).
\textsuperscript{67} Idem.
\textsuperscript{68} Table 9, picture 18 and table 10, picture 20.
\textsuperscript{69} The first one, \textit{mindet}, is cited also in HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B (1955: 605), but the others are unfortunately not.
\textsuperscript{70} Table 10, picture 19 and table 11, picture 21.
\textsuperscript{71} Table 10, picture 19 and table 11, picture 21.
of the log, where the pó:nèt is now without its closing. He then checks if the honey is mature. If the brood still contains larvae or pupae he just brings back the kèrvbè:t to its initial position, closing the pó:nèt, while, if the honey is ready, he collects it and puts it into his mòtogé:t.

Once climbed down, he puts the honey in a container made of kwómèrèrièt72 (vegetal fibre obtained from a kind of a liana) intertwined with tè:yàť73 (bamboo fiber). This kind of container, called pó:lètò74, is the one commonly made by the Okiek women for storing all kinds preservable food, herb or medical plants. Now it is up to the beekeeper to decide wether to let an old woman carry the honey directly to the household (if it is only a few and if it is really needed in that moment), or to make her transport it deep into the forest where the elders have stored the kisúnjò or kisúnjùt (pl. kisúnjù / kisúnjùsiégh), the big container for long-lasting storage. At home, part of the honey will be kept aside specifically for the children. This honey for the children is preserved inside the women’s house in a small bottle-like container, called pó:lètò (pl. pó:lètì), made with other vegetal fibers: the sèlɛkwét75 (no plural), strengthened with fàβaràri76.

The skill of the Okiek in handling with bees, especially when harvesting, is really impressive. It is true that, even though they do not have any protective equipment, they rarely are stung by their bees. This could obviously derive from their cultural habits, but in their own discourse on beekeeping, Okiek are usually proud to underline their innate feeling with bees. Huntingford (1955: 618) wrote for example: “The Dorobo say that bees know their owners by the smell of their bodies and that for this reason people are stung but little when they take honey from their own barrels (…). People claim also to recognize their own bees”, and quite the same things have been said to me by many of my informants on the field.

6. Conclusions

The Okiek are one of the most ancient H/G people of Kenya. Unfortunately we do not dispose of much historical or archaeological data about their first settling in the Mau forests complex, but what is sure, at least according to their own oral traditions and to the oral traditions of their actual neighboring farmers or herders groups (Nandi, Kikuyu and Maasai) they were undoubtedly the first inhabitants of the region. Even though today they speak a Southern Nilotic - Kalenjin language very close to Nandi, they must have had their own language in the past, which is now very difficult, if not impossible, to identify. The most fascinating theory would indicate a common Khoisan origin for many H/G groups of East Africa77, but linguistic research and documentation on H/G languages

72 Cited in HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1976: 431). No scientific name. It is the same as Nandi Capsapaniet.
73 Arundinaria alpina, cited in HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1976: 436) with the form Tekat
74 Table 11, picture 21. and 22.
75 No correspondence in HUNTINGFORD, G. W. B. (1976).
76 Idem.
77 Cf DISTEFANO, John (1990).
are still too poor to allow for a credible reconstruction of historical linguistic processes of evolution and adaptation.

Until the fifties of the last century the Okiek, as all other H/G peoples in East Africa, were just described as *Dorobo*, that is “servants”, of the Maasai pastoralists or of the Nandi farmers living close to the Mau forests complex. *Dorobo* is a pejorative term, used generically to describe all East African H/G groups living in a symbiotic relationship with their technologically more advanced pastoralist or farmer neighbors.

Apart from Huntingford, who dedicated his studies to the Okiek of the Central Rift, whose counterpart was Nandi, the majority of other scholars until recently have always focussed on those Okiek group living in the Narok district, in close connection with the Maasai. This paper concentrates on the Okiek of Mariashoni, Nakuru district.

What emerges from the data I personally collected on the field in the months of January-February 2013 is that the beekeeping tradition of the Okiek of Mariashoni today are very similar to what described by Huntingford in 1955 about the Okiek of the Central Rift.

The Okiek have always lived in the forest and on the forest. They were semi-nomads, and their displacements were determined by the seasonal migrations of bees from the highlands to the lowlands and the reverse. Honey in fact constituted their main source of energetic food and was essential as a nutritional addition for children’s and elders’ diets in periods of severe famine, drought and other ecological adversities. This must have been true at least since the later stone age.

The archaeological excavations of the Enkapune Ya Muto cave, demonstrate in fact that it was in that period that H/G living in the region abandoned the hunt of large game, in favor of the easier and less dangerous hunt of small deer, while the introduction of domestic caprine is datable just at around 3000BC. In that period honey collection probably became a widespread habit and therefore the necessity of meat as an energetic food for the local population diminished.

Even though today their original habitat, the Mau Forests complex, is very much reduced due to savage deforestation, climate changes and ecological degradation, the Okiek of Mariashoni, who have started introducing a minimum of agriculture and farming in their economic life only since the first decades of the past century, continue to see hunt and honey collection as pivotal in their lives and in their food and medical tradition.

For this reason the NECOFA, (Network for Ecofarming in Kenya), with the help of Manitese and the Province of Bolzano, has inserted a project on beekeeping in the framework of its multi-sector program of eco-farming in the region of Mariashoni. The ethno-linguistic researches for this paper have been done on behalf of NECOFA with the main objective of collecting basic data for the preparation of a handbook in

---

78 Cf all the works by KRATZ, Corinne A..
80 Which comprises interventions in the field of agroforestry such as forest reconstruction, tree nursery, gardening etc.
Okiek for those Okiek trainers involved with the constitution of local beekeepers’ cooperatives.
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Appendix 1. Short Lexikon of bees and beekeeping

This Lexikon is based on an ethnolinguistic study made between January and February 2013 among the Okiek of Mariashoni, Nakuru District, Mau Forests Complex, Kenya. The study was funded by Manitese, an Italian NGO which, together with Ethnorêma, the Province of Bolzano (Italy) and NECOFA (Network for Ecofarming in Africa) is in charge of a multidimensional programme on agroforestry and beekeeping in the region.

The data presented here have been collected during 4 community meetings with elder Okiek beekeepers, a number of specific interviews with specialists (hive makers and expert beekeepers) and many others with common people of the locations around Mariashoni (Kiptungo, Kaprop, Ndoswa, Molem).

The transcription of the words responds to the actual phonetic expression of the speakers and nothing has been modified according to phonological rules, due to the fact that for an in-depth study of Okiek phonology further researches on the field have still to be done.

In the list, nouns are presented in their singular and / or plural form when existing. There is no reference to the gender of nouns because gender is not an Okiek category. Verbs are presented in their infinitive form. As far as the current morphological study of Okiek let us understand, we can say that the grammatical structure of the language is very close to that of Nandi, as it was presented in Creider & Creider 198981.

The symbol ◊ introduces examples of the use of the word in context. The sentences are first translated according to their sense and between parentheses the reader will find the original Okiek word order.

The symbol ➡️ refers to other words relating in some ways to the one which is being commented.

As the reader will see, most part of the botanical lexicon still does not have a parallel scientific name. This is due to the fact that until now no ethnobotanical study in the region of Mariashoni has been made. Ethnobotanic investigation is anyway planned for next year, and it is our hope to have the possibility in a close future, to fill the gaps we are obliged to leave here.

Part 1. Okiek - English

ànuét (no plural) string made of buffalo leather used by the Okiek (especially women) to carry any kind of weights on their shoulder. The leather string can be wider or narrower according to the object which have to be transported. In the case of a log-hive, usually transported by men, the string is about 8 to 10cm wide and some 2m long. The Okiek make the string pass on their front, then along their neck and shoulders and finally under the stuff they have to carry, so that all the muscles of

their back can share the weight and balance the transport ♦ ànuét aβ múngón rope for carrying the log hive

àsaéⁿ (no singular) wax ? – tëmeniét

(e)sísó:nèt (pl. (e)sísó:nolⁿ) tree whose hard wood is used to make log-hives – múngét

fàsaráriⁿ (no singular) vegetal fibre, intertwined with the softer – sèlekwét in the making of the small container for the children's honey – pó:lèttó

gèβé:βèr (pl. gèβé:βèruèⁿ) wooden shell, half of a log-hive – múngét

gìboíté:nè (plural only) worker bee ♦ gìboítè:nè yè iïò kò:mèⁿ the workers produce honey (lit. workers these they + produce honey) – sègemìáť

(g)irárfⁿ (plural only) swarm. This term is appropriate for a common swarm, when the colony of bees is bigger than a common one, the Okiek call it a tujè:t aβ sègémèⁿ lit. a horde of bees

gòb(u)rib (pl. gòb(u)riènⁿ) drone ♦ làmùm gòbù̥́rì́́́t en sègémìáť the drone is bigger than a normal bee (lit. big drone then bee) ♦ pɔrí sègèmèⁿ (k)gòbù̥́rì̥́́́nⁿ drones were killed by the bees (lit. killed bees drones)

fìlì (pl. isëⁿ) 1. larva, 2. the plural form isëⁿ has also the meaning of brood ♦ fìlì kë:ɔmì a larva is eaten (lit. larva they eat)

kà:mèt aβ sègémèⁿ (no plural) queen bee, lit. “mother of bees” ♦ làmùm kà:mèt aβ sègémèⁿ en tàgbìl the queenbee is the biggest one (lit. big mother of bees then everyone) – sègémìáť

kàutániⁿ – sègèfⁿ

kàlianàn (pl. kàlianàfⁿ) insect, generic term. This word is never used to refer to bees, which do not belong to the same taxonomical category as other flies. This conceptual distinction demonstrates the completely different status of bees in the Okiek system of thought.

kalukìà:t (pl. kaluge:niⁿ) tree (?) whose wood is used to make the handle of the small axe for shaping the inside of the log-hive – kisięngsí́t

kë:βāl (verb) to hollow out (a trunk for making a log-hive)

kë:βât (verb) to split (the trunk in two parts)

kè:βòtș́t (verb) to shape (the interior of the two wooden shells of the log-hive)
kê:yàk (verb) to incise (the measure and shape of the opening – pó:nèt on one of the two wooden shells of the hive – ãh "gëβé:bé:èr"

kê:mù (verb) to harvest (honey) ✧ kî:mù kô:mëh / sêgêmëh I have harvested honey (lit. + I+ have harvested honey). Harvesting is a male activity. No fertile woman in the Okiek tradition could either approach the hive or touch honey if not once it had been brought home.

kê: mwòg (verb) to sting ✧ kô:mwògôn sêgêmiât a bee stung me (lit. it + stung + me bee) ✧ kô:mwògë sêgêmëh bees sting a lot (lit. sting + them bees)

kè:nèjuéh – pó:γità

kê:sàŋò (verb) to hang (the hive on the tree)

kê:sênh (verb) to secrete (honey) ✧ sênh sêgêmëh kô:mëh bees secrete honey (lit. they + secrete bees honey)

kê:sàk (verb) to roughly shape (the external part of the wooden shells of the hive – ãh "gëβé:bé:èr"

kê:qût (verb) to lift (the log-hive on the tree). To lift the log-hive on the tree there must be at least two people. The first climbs on the tree, passing one or two long ànuèt on a high branch of the tree and letting the other extremity or extremities fall to the ground, where the other boy fixes it or them around the log. Then the hive is lifted gently with a kind of rough, external pulley.

këldët ab kô:γö (singular only; lit. foot of the elder) very old honey remained in the hive for 1 year or more – kô:mëh

kèrubët (singular only) closing of the – pó:nèt (2.). The kèrubët is generally a kind of a puff, which can be made with any type of vegetal fibre.

kìprá:skò (singular only) small bird with white eyes and grey plumes (?), which is considered one of the major enemies of the bees by the Okiek.

kìsìenqìit (pl. kìsìenqìisì) 1. small axe used to shape the interior of the log hive – mùngét. This axe is made of a metal head, or chisel, from which it takes its name, and a wooden handle – kùŋùktò 2. chisel

kìsùŋò / kìsùŋùt (pl. kìswòh / kìsuŋùisìh) Big wooden (sacred?) container, realized in a hollowed out trunk and stored in a sacred (and secret) place in the forest by the elder males of the community. In ancient times it was the elders’ task to decide how much honey was to bring home, when and for which purposes.

(k)ìkìkwèlìt (pl. (k)ìkìkwèlìsi) bag for carrying honey used by old women (in menopause), to transport the honey from the place of collection to the secret place
in the forest where it is stored in the - kisùñò and guarded by the male elders of the community. The same bag, made of vegetal fibres such as - kwąmèrèriët and - tè:ýät is also used to carry the honey from the secret place in the forest to the households.

kóyöriët (pl. kóyöri¹h) Queen bee cell.

kònòdó (singular only) - pó:γìët

kònìdamát - pìnè:t

kó:jógi¹h - sègef²h

kó:mè¹h (no singular) honey. The Okiek distinguish many different kinds of honey, according to the plants and trees where the bees took pollen and nectar. Unfortunately in all but one case it is not possible to identify the botanical species of the tree or plant corresponding to the Okiek word cited. Specific types of honey are ◆ kó:mè¹h aš tè:ŋùtët honey of tè:ŋùtët, clearer than the others and a bit more bitter ◆ kó:mè¹h aš sìlìbët honey of tobea tree, white and sugary ◆ kó:mè¹h aš mòraťá honey of mòraťá, yellowish and somehow bitter ◆ kó:mè¹h aš kàrùbët honey of karabuët, which is a very small tree. This honey is used for preparing remedies against malaria. Its taste is sweet, the color white ◆ kó:mè¹h aš tekwòjìa honey of tekwòjìa, brown and sweet ◆ kó:mè¹h aš sèregùtët honey of sèregùtët brown and sweet ◆ kó:mè¹h aš tè:ŋùtët honey of tè:ŋùtët, brown and sweet ◆ kó:mè¹h aš tù:nìjët honey of tù:nìjët, which is a small and twisted tree. Its color is white and its taste sweet. For the Okiek, honey is a sacred substance. It can be handled only by men and very old, infertile women. Once collected, honey is stored in a secret place in the forest and it is up to the male elders of the community to decide how much of it (and when) it can be brought to the household, where it is used by the women in the preparation of food and medicines and as a preservative for dried, smoked meat. In ancient times honey was said to be the only source of energetic food for children between 3 and 8 years of age, that is from weaning until they learned how to hunt by themselves.

kò:ŋìëh (no singular) holes made in the log-hive (– mùingët) to let the bees get in and out of it.

kò:të:t (pl. kò:tiëfh) 1. proboscis of the bee; 2. sting of the bee ◆ kè:nìs kò:tët aš sègëmiät en éùt (nu) pull the bee’s sting out of my arm (pull sting of bee on arm my) – ré:rl¹h

kòsomìåt (pl. kòsomëfh) bee without sting, halictus. Okiek call it “savage bee”. kòsomëfh make their hives in holes in the forest ground and their honey is very liquid and much sweeter than the common one. Okiek appreciate it so much that when someone discovers one of these hives he keeps it secret to the other members of the community – sègëmiät
kùnúktà (pl. kùnúkwè) wooden handle of the small axe - kìsiendeit, made of the wood of the - kalukfà:t tree

kùrōgùriët (pl. kùrōgùri) vegetal fibre burnt during the smoking of the hive.

kušúmdà (no plural) drone cell

kwómrèrérit (no plural) vegetal fiber (?), intertwined with bamboo fiber - te:yát used for making the bag for carrying honey - (k)lèkwélet.

kwéstà (no plural) Alpha male of small antelopes or other kinds of deer. Its skin was used to make the shoulder bag for honey harvesting - mótoğè:t

lòkóme (no singular) non alcoholic drink made with honey and water. Contrary to the sacred beer of honey - rò:ti it can be drunk also by women in their fertile age.

mà:èni (no singular) eggs ♠ mí tèn mà:èni tà:yìt the eggs are in the cell (here are eggs they + put cell)

mbò:let (no plural) kind of a small deer (?) whose alpha male’s skin can be used to make the shoulder bag for honey collection - mótoğè:t

mèfè:ità (pl. mèfè) pike, spear, used to make the holes in the hive, where to let the thread - tòmb:jèt pass in order to sew together the two wooden shells - gèfè:ber and keep them in the right position

mindet (no plural) red duiker. The skin of the alpha male of this kind of small deer is commonly used for making the shoulder bag for honey collection - mótoğè:t

mòýòdèt (pl. mòýòdè) cedar tree, one of the preferred woods used for making log-hives ♠ mòýòdèt niŋàt fallen cedar tree (lit. cedar mature). The Okiek, when possible, prefer to use already fallen tree to make their hives rather than lively ones. - sasiát; mùngët

mò:rtèt (pl. mb:rtè) strips of a special kind of green bark used to protect the hive - mùngët from temperature variations and other weather adversities. Once these strips become dry, they are called - pèrtèt these stripes are usually made of a special kind of cedar tree - toró:kwët

mótoğè:t (pl. mótoğè) shoulder leather bag for honey harvesting. Okiek elders say that in ancient times it had to be made with the skin of alpha males of small deer - kwéstà.

mùngët (no plural) / mùngón (mùngóni) handmade traditional log-hive Ex. ♠ kàálá mùngët I have taken (honey) from the hive (lit. I+have harvested hive). The mùngët is usually made with hard wood, like the one from the cedar tree –
mɔyɔ:nɔdɛt, or from other forest trees such as - (e)sisɔ:nɛt; ɔnɔft for which we do not know the corresponding scientific labels. The best wood is that of mɔyɔ:nɔdɛt and (e)si:sonet because harder than the one of ɔnɔft ♦ ʃʊɲ muŋoninb ḫɛfɛn I have many beehives (lit. I + have beehives many) - pó:nɛt

nɔrd:vr (no singular) ripe honey (1 month) - kɔ:mɛvr

ndəmɛ:t (no plural) thin stick on which one rubs the - pfnɛ:t in order to make fire to smoke the hive.

nd:vr (no singular) pollen? nectar? royal jelly? ♦ ʃʊɲ sɛgɛme nb ɲvib en tɔ:βtɔ bees gather pollen and nectar (lit. they + gather bees pollen on flowers)

dyɔriɛt aβ (i)ndɛrft (lit. skin of hyrax - no plural) cloth made with hyrax skins, used as a mantle by the beekeepers during their harvesting operations. The mantle is so long that it can cover the beekeeper’s head, as well as its complete body. The beekeeper keeps it closed right under the chin by his hand when approaching the hive.

djuɛ:t (pl. dyː:jɔ:nɔeb) axe used for making a log-hive - mʊŋɛt

dɔmɔlilɛt (pl. dɔmɔlilɔsiɛb) special kind of bark used to make small threads to sew together the two shells of the hive - ɡɛβɛ:βɛr

ɔnɔft (pl. ɔnɔfn) forest tree whose wood is used to make log-hives - mʊŋɛt

pɛ:rtɛt (pl. pɛ:rtib) stripes of dry bark wrapping the log hive - mʊŋɛt to protect it from temperature variations and other weather adversities. These strips must be at least 20 cm longer than the hive itself in order to protect also the bees when they get in and out of the hive. When they are still green they are called - mɔ:rtɛt
These stripes are usually made of a special kind of cedar tree - tɔrɔ:kwɛt

petʃenit (no plural) kind of a small deer (?) whose alpha male’s skin can be used to make the shoulder bag for honey collection - mɔtɔɡɛ:t

pinɛ:t (or kɔndamát no plural) thin stick of hard wood (cedar or any other dry wood), used together with the - ndə:mɛt to make the fire for burning the - kʊrɔɡbriɛt when smoking the hive.

psɛndá (no plural) kind of vegetal fibre used to make small threads for fixing the bark stripes - mɔ:rtɛt; pɛ:rtɛt around the log-hive - mʊŋɛt

pɔ:ɡɪt (no pural) worker cell.

pɔ:γɛt (pl. pɔː:ɡib) honeycomb. The Okiek know and distinguish three types of comb: the long one kɔndɔ (singular only), the cross comb sɛmɑ:nɛv (plural only), and the short, round one kɛ:nɛjʊɛv ♦ kɔnɛndɛn sɛgɛmɛv kɔmɛv tɑ:ɣiyh aβ
pò:k fgets bees make honey in the honeycomb (lit. they + make bees young honey in honeycombs)

pò:lìtò (pl. pò:lìtɔh) small bottle-shaped container for storing at home the honey destined specifically to children, made of two intertwined types of vegetal fibre – sèlekwét, and – fàṣaràrìh

pó:nèt (no plural) 1. natural beehive, usually made in hollow trunks; 2. (pl. pó:nìtìh) handmade opening of the – mùìngèt, hole constituting the opening of I.


rò:trìh (no singular) beer ◆ rò:trìh aβ kò:mèh / aβ sègèmèh beer of honey. The Okiek use this alcoholic drink in all ritual occasions but the funerals, i.e. births, initiations, marriages, the building of a new house etc. Only male adults and very old women with the males’ permission can drink this beer. This demonstrates the sacred value of honey.

rò:tnìh (no singular) bitter vegetal substance used to make beer – rò:trìh

rò:twèt (pl. rò:twèh) knife used to incise the measure and shape of the opening of the hive – pó:nèt. The actual cut will then be made with the small axe – kísìenèhít

sa:βò (no plural) warm place

sasiát (no plural) cedar tree. It is commonly used for making log-hives. Its bark is cut in very small pieces and put, burning, inside the – kùrògòrièt in order to grant a good alcoholic drink in all ritual occasions but the funerals, i.e. births, initiations, marriages, the building of a new house etc.

sègèmiát, (pl. sègèmèh) bee, general word, Apis mellifera Ex. ◆ újè sègèmèh the bees migrate (lit. they + migrate bees) ◆ kò:ú sègèmèh jemi ń̀mìt the bees migrate to look for food (lit. they + have migrate bees they + look for food) ◆ mètt aβ sègèmiát (pl. mèttìgh aβ sègèmèh) head of the bee ◆ pò:rtìh aβ sègèmiát (pl. pò:ruèh aβ sègèmèh) thorax of the bee ◆ mò:èt aβ sègèmiát (pl. mò:tnìgh aβ sègèmèh) abdomen of the bee ◆ kédì(à) aβ sègèmiát (pl. kédìgh aβ sègèmèh) leg of the bee ◆ màràbhìh aβ sègèmiát wings of the bee ◆ mìnìh aβ sègèmiát eggs of bee ◆ sègèmèh ān two bees (lit. bees two) ◆ sègèmèh kò sègèmèh bees are bees (lit. bees actualizer bees), in the Okiek way of thought it is impossible to think of a bee as an insect, so they refuse to translate a sentence like “bees are insects” ◆ ìjìmì kẹ:βìndàt aγ sègèmèh I like to work with bees (lit. I + like to work with bees) ◆ újè sègèmèh the bees are swarming (lit. they + swarm bees) ◆ mènèγ sègèmèh mùìngèt the swarm lives in the beehive (they + live bees hive)

Honey and Beekeeping among the Okiek of Mariashoni, Mau Forest Escarpment, Nakuru District, Kenya
sègef$^b$ (no singular) scout bees. Task of the scout bee is going around looking for flowers and call the worker bees to collect the pollen. When it is time to migrate, the scout bees look for a new hive to settle in and, at the right moment, they call the swarm to get inside. ♦ sègef$^b$ kòsegéi yemí tò:bò the scouts look for flowers (lit. scouts they+look + they+find + flowers) ♦ sègef$^b$ kòsegéi mùingét / pone:t the scouts look for a hive (lit. scouts they+look handmade hive / natural hive) ♦ sègef$^b$ kòsegéi jebrúgàf$^h$ the scouts look for a warm place (lit. scouts they+look for warm place) ♦ sègef$^b$ kògùri sègèm$^b$ the scouts call the bees (lit. scouts they+call bees).

sè:ə:rse:əf$^h$ - gìbọtè:nì$^h$

sèlékàwé (no plural) vegetal fibre used, together with the - fàbáràrì$^h$ to make the small container for the children's honey - pọ:lètò

sèmàn$^g$ (no singular) - pọ:γòt

sìjimiét (pl. sìjì:mi$^f$) ant, generic term. Ants are among the most dangerous enemies of the bees, because they eat their eggs - tàyọ:ỹò$^f$

sóyòtítà (pl. sóyòtì$^b$) natural bifurcation of two tree branches. The Okiek consider it as the most appropriate place to put a log-hive on - mùingét. When a tree does not have a natural bifurcation, the Okiek create an artificial one - téjùdút, which is a kind of a long crutch reaching the ground

sàmòsèrèt (pl. sàmòsèrè$^b$) red bee (?). These bees are said to be very aggressive and their honey seem not to be very good.

tà:βèt (pl. tò:βò$^b$) 1. flower, generic term; 2. nectar?

tàyọ:ỹò$^f$ (no singular) small ants of the cow, considered very dangerous for the bees by the Okiek - sìjimiét

tè:yát (no plural) bamboo fiber used with the - kwómèrériét for making the bag for carrying honey - (k)lèkwéélèt.

téjùdút (pl. téjùdú$^b$) artificial bifurcation of a tree, made by the Okiek to put the log-hive in the right position on a tree. Of course it would be better to fix it to a natural one - sóyòtítà

tèmènìét (no plural) wax ? - àsaé$^h$

tòbòkwé (pl. tòbògèf$^h$) special kind of cedar tree whose bark is used to make the stripes - mò:rtét; pè:rtét used to protect the log-hive from weather adversities.

tùjè:t - (g)iràorò$^h$
tũnõ:jët (pl. tũnõ:jëth) thread made of bark – ₃mõlîlît used to sew together the two wooden shells of the hive – ɡèbè:bërt

géptiyige (pl.?) black bee (scientific name?). These bees are said not to be aggressive. Their honey seems to be appreciated.

vá:ðëh (no singular) propolis

váruët (pl. váreth) pupa ♦ kó:γomúť váruët q̱ ségëmiáth kòmón en pó:yi̠b the pupa is ready to go out from the honeycomb (lit. it + is ready pupa of bee it + go honeycombs) ♦ mí ísêb aẋ váreth ɑrít pó:yi̠b larvas and pupas are in the honeycomb (lit. there larvae and pupae inside honeycombs)

Part 2. English – Okiek

alpha male, small deer, kwëstå
ant, sinjimiét
ant of the cow, táŷ:yõh
Apis mellifera, sègëmiát
axe, ɔjú:t
axe (small), kisieŋóít
bag for carrying the honey, (k)lèkwélët
bamboo, ò:yåt
bark to make small threads, ₃mõlîlît
beehive, pó:nët / müngét
beekeeper, 0
beekeeping, 0
beer of honey, ʈò:jëh ɑb kó:màh
beverage (analcoholic) made with honey and water, lókõmëh
bifurcation (natural), sóyõtíát
bifurcation (artificial), téjušt
bird (type of - dangerous for the bees), kíprá:skô
black bee, íþëptiyige
brood, ísêh
cedar tree, sasiát / mõyõ:nëgët / tɔrõ:kwët / (e)sisõ:nët
cell, drone cell, kùsùmåð
queen cell, kõyõrìt
worker cell, pó:gìt
closing of the artificial beehive, kërubë:ț
cloth (hyrax skin), ñyõriét aď (i)ndërít
colony (big) of bees, tûjë:ț
container for honey, kisùnô / kisùnût
container (small) for the children's honey, pó:lëtšt
deer (small), pëfënit / mbõ:let
drone, gõb(ν)riót
ees, m̀:ěníh
flower, tʧbë:t
Halictus, kósɔmùá
(to) hang (the log on the tree), ké:sɔŋɔ́
(to) harvest (honey), ké:mù
holes to let the bees in and out of the hive, kɔ́ŋɔ̀mbh
(to) hollow out (the wood), ké:βàl
honey, kò:μèmbh
ripe honey (1 month), nà:mbh
old honey (1 year or more), kéldèt aβ kɔ́yó
honeycomb, pò:γfɔ̀t
long comb, kɔ́ndò
cross comb, sèmà:nèshb
short, round comb, kè:nèjuégh
(to) incise the opening of the hive, ké:γàk (pó:nèt)
insect, kàliàŋát
knife, rò:twèt
larva, ịsiàt
(to) lift (the log hive on the tree), ké:ʧùt
nectar, tą:βtèt
opening of the hive, pónè:t
pike, spear, mèʧè:ità
pollen ?, nɔ:yìb
proboscis, sting, kɔ́tè:t
propolis, và:ègbh
pupa, vàrvèt
queen bee, ká:mèt aβ sègèmègíb
red bee, sàmòserièt
red duiker, mìndèt
rope for carrying the hive in the forest, ànuét
royal jelly ?, nà:γìb
scout bee, kàutànìb / kɔ́jògíb / sègèrb
(to) secrete, ké:ʧèn
(to) shape (roughly) the external surface of the hive, kè:jòk
(to) shape the interior of the log, ké:βɔ̀tòt
shell / half log, gèʧè:βèr
shoulder bag for honey harvesting, mòtògè:t
(to) split (the wood), kè:βàt
sticks used to create fire, pìnè:t / ndàmè:t
sting ?, kò:τè:t / ré:mbh
(to) sting, kè:mwòg
stripes of dry bark, pèrtèt
stripes of green bark, mò:rtèt
swarm , (g)iràɔryb
thread , tünɔjèt
vegetal fibre burnt during the smoking of the hive, kùrògòřèt
vegetal fiber for making the bag for carrying honey, kwòmèrèrièt
vegetal fibre used to fix the bark stripes on the hive, pìsìndá
vegetal fibre used for making containers, sèlekùt and fàbàràríb
vegetal ingredient used to make honey beer, rò:tińíb
warm place, sa:bo
wax ?, têmeniét / âsaëh
wings márâbëh
wood used for making the hive ?, òvnit
wooden handle of the small axe, kùnkto
wooden shell / half hollowed out trunk, gèbè:ber
worker bee, sè:re:rih / gîbôtë:nîh
Table 1

1. View of Mariashoni

2. View of the Mau forest
Table 2

3. Hunters

4. Joseph Jemaina
Table 3

5. Brood, isé₁ʰ

6. Honey, kó:mè¹ʰ
Table 4

7. Natural hive, pó:nèt

8. Handmade hive, mùìngét, covered with bark stripes, pɛːrtɛt
Table 5

9. From left to right, clockwise: ënuët, pó:lëntë, rö:twët, kisiendojët, mëfë:itù, ëjùë:t

10. Iron blade of the small axe, kisiendojët
Table 6

11. Small axe, chisel (kisiendošt) and handle (kupuktó)

12. Pike, mēʧēːtā
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

13. Knife, ró:twèt

14. Opening of the hive, pó:nèt
Table 8

15. Closing of the pó:nèt, kè:rùbè:t

16. Thread, tù:nỳ:jè; hole for letting bees enter and exit the hive, kà:jìfòb
Table 9 - Harvesting time

17. Samson Mureno with his traditional mantle, ṣẹ́yèrèt ọ̀gh (i)ndèrít

18. Tools for smoking the hive
Table 10 - Tools for harvesting

19. Pînè:t and ndâmë:t

20. kûรงôrganë:t
Table 11 - Tools for harvesting

21. Mòtogët, kùrgùriët, pînët and ndamët, pó:lëntó

22. pó:lëntó
Table 12 - Going for harvesting

23. Beekeeper with his bag for harvesting

24. Climbing to the mùingét